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HEAT PUMP

8kg White Sensor Controlled Heat Pump Tumble Dryer
DPY8500

Performance
• Energy Rating: 8 Stars
• Maximum Load Capacity: 8 kg
• Energy Consumption: 135 Kw/h

Technology
• Prosmart Inverter Motor
• Sensor Controlled Heat Pump
• Aquawave™ Drum Technology

Specifications
• Time Delay: 1-24 hours
• Remain Time Display

Programs
• Number of Programs: 16
  • Cottons Iron Dry, Cottons Extra Dry,
  • Cottons Cupboard Dry, Synthetics
  • Iron Dry, Synthetics Cupboard Dry,
  • Mix, Freshen Up, Shirts 30, Time
  • Program, Delicates, BabyProtect,
  • Night, WoolProtect, Xpress, Daily,
  • Jeans

Auxiliary Functions
• Auxiliary Function 1: Dryness Level
• Auxiliary Function 2: Water Tank Full Indicator
• Auxiliary Function 3: Filter Cleaning Indicator
• Auxiliary Function 4: Auto Anti-creasing
• Auxiliary Function 5: Reverse Drum Action

Accessories
• Stacking Kit Sold Separately

Safety
• Over Heat Temperature Protection
• Child Lock
• Automatic Drum Stop When Door Open

Dimensions
• H x W x D: 84.6 x 59.5 x 60.9 cm

Manufacturers Warranty
• 2 Years

Matching Washing Machine
• WMY1048LB1, WMA9148LB1,
• WMA8168LB1

Reverse Drum Action
Auto Anti-creasing
FlexySense Drying
Aquawave™ Drum
Prosmart Inverter Motor
Auxiliary Functions
Water Tank Full Indicator
Filter Cleaning Indicator
Auto Anti-creasing
Reverse Drum Action
Your best snuggly jumper might have holes in it already, but you’re still scared of tumble drying it. You want to keep it at its snuggly best. Luckily Beko tumble dryers, have WoolProtect Handwash Safe Apparel Care registration for their wool program, so they can look after your handwash woollens with the respect they deserve.

Faded is not a good look. Beko EcoGentle™ innovative heat pump technology means you can dry without draining the colours – or your bank account. Beko EcoGentle™ technology offers a gentler and more cost-efficient way to dry. It doesn’t use a heater to heat the air – so it consumes significantly less power.

If someone in your household has been working nights, the last thing they want is noisy tumble drying when they’re trying to get some sleep. That’s where the Silent program from Beko comes in to its own. It offers the most silent standard program, which is an impressive 3 times quieter than previous models. So the tumble dryer won’t be keeping them awake anyway. Hint - turn the radio down.

8 Star Energy Rating on our 8kg Heat Pump Dryer is one of the best in class. It means you will save on electricity costs in the long run.

Also includes these additional features

**EcoGentle™ Heat Pump**

Official partner of... colourful outlooks

Faded is not a good look. Beko EcoGentle™ innovative heat pump technology means you can dry without draining the colours – or your bank account. Beko EcoGentle™ technology offers a gentler and more cost-efficient way to dry. It doesn’t use a heater to heat the air – so it consumes significantly less power.

**WoolProtect Program**

Official partner of... best jumper types

Your best snuggly jumper might have holes in it already, but you’re still scared of tumble drying it. You want to keep it at its snuggly best. Luckily Beko tumble dryers, have WoolProtect Handwash Safe Apparel Care registration for their wool program, so they can look after your handwash woollens with the respect they deserve.

**Silent Program**

Official partner of... working nights

If someone in your household has been working nights, the last thing they want is noisy tumble drying when they’re trying to get some sleep. That’s where the Silent program from Beko comes in to its own. It offers the most silent standard program, which is an impressive 3 times quieter than previous models. So the tumble dryer won’t be keeping them awake anyway. Hint - turn the radio down.

**8 Star Energy Rating**

8 Star Energy Rating on our 8kg Heat Pump Dryer is one of the best in class. It means you will save on electricity costs in the long run.

**Auto Anti-Creasing**

**Jeans Program**

**Freshen Up Program**

**OptiSense®**
WHICH TYPE OF TUMBLE DRYER SHOULD I BUY?

You can choose between a vented, condenser or heat pump dryer depending on your household needs and the location it will be installed.

**Heat Pump**

Heat Pump technology works hard to care for your clothes and the environment at the same time.

Using a lower temperature to dry the load, a Heat Pump tumble dryer offers better protection for your clothes. Like a condenser dryer it handles humid, moist air by extracting water in a condensing chamber. Unlike a condenser dryer it uses heat pump technology to create heat to dry the laundry, in the same way a reverse cycle air conditioner can be used as a heater. This is very efficient compared to other heating methods and whilst it takes slightly longer to dry a load compared to standard condenser dryer, it can help you significantly reduce your energy consumption.

**Condenser**

Condenser Dryers are ideal for locations where it is either impossible to install venting for a dryer, or where expelling moist, humid air into the surroundings is undesirable. Throughout the drying cycle, moisture is extracted from the air via the condensing chamber. The water is then collected in a tank which usually requires emptying manually. It uses slightly more energy than a vented dryer but can be more suitable to your household environment. Beko has several condenser models, which can be connected to the drainage system for added convenience.

**Vented**

A vented dryer expels warm, damp air produced by the drying process via a hose or a vent in the door of the machine. It discharges moisture directly outside itself, or via a hose through an open window, or through a permanent vent fitted onto an outside wall, if conveniently located.

The vented dryer is the lowest cost dryer machine, but relatively expensive to operate and has the inconvenience of humid air to be handled.
**Stacking Kit Accessory**

To give you more space in your laundry, Beko have introduced a unique stacking kit that allows you to safely and securely stack your Beko dryer on top of your Beko washing machine. No longer do you need to drill holes into your wall; the Beko stacking kit is designed to safely and securely mount a Beko dryer on top of a Beko washing machine allowing it to be held in place in all operating cycles, including when the washer is operating at high spin speeds.

**Please note:**
- Beko dryers cannot be mounted on wall brackets
- Note it requires 2 people to lift the Beko dryer onto the stacking kit on top of the Beko washer

---

**BDP710MG**

7 kg Manhattan Grey Sensor Controlled Heat Pump Tumble Dryer

**Performance**
- Energy Rating: 6 Stars
- Maximum Load Capacity: 7 kg
- Energy Consumption: 149 Kw/h

**Technology**
- Sensor Controlled Heat Pump
- Aquawave™ Drum Technology

**Specifications**
- Time Delay: 1-24 hours
- Remaining Time Display
- Water Tank Full Indicator
- Filter Cleaning Indicator
- Auto Anti-creasing
- Reverse Drum Action

**Accessories**
- Stacking Kit Sold Separately

**Safety**
- Over Heat Temperature Protection

**Programs**
- Number of Programs: 16
- Cottons Iron Dry, Cottons Cupboard Dry, Cottons Extra Dry, Synthetics Iron Dry, Synthetics Cupboard Dry, Delicates, Freshen Up, 45°, 30°, Shirts, Sports, BabyProtect, Express, Daily Jeans

**Dimensions**
- H x W x D: 84.6 x 59.5 x 54.0 cm

**Manufacturers Warranty**
- 2 Years

**DPE7400**

7 kg White Sensor Controlled Heat Pump Tumble Dryer

**Performance**
- Energy Rating: 8 Stars
- Maximum Load Capacity: 8 kg
- Energy Consumption: 135 Kw/h

**Technology**
- Sensor Controlled Heat Pump
- Aquawave™ Drum Technology

**Specifications**
- Time Delay: 1-24 hours
- Remaining Time Display
- Water Tank Full Indicator
- Filter Cleaning Indicator
- Auto Anti-creasing
- Reverse Drum Action

**Accessories**
- Stacking Kit Sold Separately

**Safety**
- Over Heat Temperature Protection

**Programs**
- Number of Programs: 16
- Cottons Iron Dry, Cottons Extra Dry, Cottons Cupboard Dry, Synthetics Iron Dry, Synthetics Cupboard Dry, Mix, Freshen Up, Shirts, 30°, Time Program, Delicates, BabyProtect, Night, WoolProtect, Xpress, Daily Jeans

**Dimensions**
- H x W x D: 84.6 x 59.5 x 60.9 cm

**Manufacturers Warranty**
- 2 Years

---

**DPY8500**

8 kg White Sensor Controlled Heat Pump Tumble Dryer

**Performance**
- Energy Rating: 8 Stars
- Maximum Load Capacity: 8 kg
- Energy Consumption: 135 Kw/h

**Technology**
- Sensor Controlled Heat Pump
- Aquawave™ Drum Technology

**Specifications**
- Time Delay: 1-24 hours
- Remaining Time Display
- Water Tank Full Indicator
- Filter Cleaning Indicator
- Auto Anti-creasing
- Reverse Drum Action

**Accessories**
- Stacking Kit Sold Separately

**Safety**
- Over Heat Temperature Protection

**Programs**
- Number of Programs: 16
- Cottons Iron Dry, Cottons Extra Dry, Cottons Cupboard Dry, Synthetics Iron Dry, Synthetics Cupboard Dry, Mix, Freshen Up, Shirts, 30°, Time Program, Delicates, BabyProtect, Night, WoolProtect, Xpress, Daily Jeans

**Dimensions**
- H x W x D: 84.6 x 59.5 x 60.9 cm

**Manufacturers Warranty**
- 2 Years

---

**Stacking Kit Number**
- BFL8510MG

**Stacking Kit Name**
- Universal Stacking Kit

**Suitable for Dryer Model**
- DPE7400 & DPY8500

---

**Stacking Kit Number**
- 2985400100

**Stacking Kit Name**
- Universal Stacking Kit

**Suitable for Dryer Model**
- BDP710MG, WMY1048LB1, WMA9148LB1, WMA8168LB1
### DCY8502XB1
8 kg White Sensor Controlled Condenser Tumble Dryer

**Performance**
- Energy Rating: 2 Stars
- Maximum Load Capacity: 8 kg
- Energy Consumption: 349 Kw/h

**Technology**
- Sensor Controlled Condensor
- Aquawave™ Drum Technology

**Specifications**
- Time Delay: 1-24 hours
- Remain Time Display
- Water Tank Full Indicator
- Filter Cleaning Indicator
- Auto Anti-creasing
- Reverse Drum Action

**Programs**
- Number of Programs: 16
- Cottons Iron Dry, Cottons Cupboard Dry, Cottons Extra Dry, Synthetics Iron Dry, Synthetics Cupboard Dry, Time Program, Mix, Freshen Up, Delicates, BabyProtect, Sports
- Wool Refresh, Shirts 30, Daily, Jeans, Shirts

**Auxiliary Functions**
- Auxiliary Function: Dryness Level

**Accessories**
- Stacking Kit Sold Separately

**Safety**
- Over Heat Temperature Protection
- Child Lock
- Automatic Drum Stop When Door Open

**Dimensions**
- H x W x D: 84.6 x 59.5 x 60.9 cm

**Manufacturers Warranty**
- 2 Years

**Matching Washing Machine**
- WMY1048LB1, WMA9148LB1, WMA8168LB1

---

### DCY7402XB2
7 kg White Sensor Controlled Condenser Tumble Dryer

**Performance**
- Energy Rating: 2 Stars
- Maximum Load Capacity: 7 kg
- Energy Consumption: 308 Kw/h

**Technology**
- Sensor Controlled Condensor
- Aquawave™ Drum Technology

**Specifications**
- Time Delay: 1-24 hours
- Remain Time Display
- Water Tank Full Indicator
- Filter Cleaning Indicator
- Auto Anti-creasing
- Reverse Drum Action

**Programs**
- Number of Programs: 16
- Cottons Iron Dry, Cottons Cupboard Dry, Cottons Extra Dry, Synthetics Iron Dry, Synthetics Cupboard Dry, Delicates, Refresh, 20', 10', Xpress, Mix, Sports, Shirts, BabyProtect, Jeans

**Auxiliary Functions**
- Auxiliary Function: Dryness Level

**Accessories**
- Stacking Kit Sold Separately

**Safety**
- Over Heat Temperature Protection
- Child Lock
- Automatic Drum Stop When Door Open

**Dimensions**
- H x W x D: 84.6 x 59.5 x 54.0 cm

**Manufacturers Warranty**
- 2 Years

**Matching Washing Machine**
- WMY9046LB2, WMY8046LB2, WMY7046LB2

---

### Stacking Kit Accessory

To give you more space in your laundry, Beko have introduced a unique stacking kit that allows you to safely and securely stack your Beko dryer on top of your Beko washing machine. No longer do you need to drill holes into your wall; the Beko stacking kit is designed to safely and securely mount a Beko dryer on top of a Beko washing machine allowing it to be held in place in all operating cycles, including when the washer is operating at high spin speeds.

**Please note:**
- Beko dryers cannot be mounted on wall brackets
- Note it requires 2 people to lift the Beko dryer onto the stacking kit on top of the Beko washer

**Stacking Kit Number**
2985400100

**Stacking Kit Name**
Universal Stacking Kit

**Suitable for Dryer Model**
DCY8502XB1 & DCY7402XB2
Stacking Kit Accessory

To give you more space in your laundry, Beko have introduced a unique stacking kit that allows you to safely and securely stack your Beko dryer on top of your Beko washing machine. No longer do you need to drill holes into your wall; the Beko stacking kit is designed to safely and securely mount a Beko dryer on top of a Beko washing machine allowing it to be held in place in all operating cycles, including when the washer is operating at high spin speeds.

Please note:
- Beko dryers cannot be mounted on wall brackets
- Note it requires 2 people to lift the Beko dryer onto the stacking kit on top of the Beko washer

Stacking Kit Number
USKTRR54

Stacking Kit Name
Vented Stacking Kit

Suitable for Dryer Model
DV6120X & DV7220X
We are the Official partner of the everyday

That means that we understand people’s everyday needs and give them meaningful solutions, so that they can simply enjoy their unpredictable, busy, real lives.